THE “NUTRITION LABEL” FOR PRODUCTS

Declare helps you better understand the use of healthy product materials by showing you:
- Where Wilsonart® Compact Laminate comes from
- What Wilsonart® Compact Laminate is made of
- Where Wilsonart® Compact Laminate goes at the end of its life
- Whether or not Wilsonart® Compact Laminate contains toxic ingredients

WHY Declare?

Declare is the only label that combines material transparency and the Red List from the Living Building Challenge. It distills complex chemical ingredient information into an easy-to-read label that is unique to Wilsonart® Compact Laminate. Declare helps you find Wilsonart products that are compliant with LBC criteria, which are healthy for people, the environment, and communities.

BENEFITS:
- Quickly evaluate the healthiest surface choice for your next project.
- Contribute to Living Building Challenge, LEED, and WELL projects.
- Simplify the specification process with sustainability information for the exact Wilsonart® Compact Laminate surface you need.

CALL-OUTS ON THE LABEL

Final assembly location
Where was this Wilsonart surface made?

Chemical ingredients
What are the chemical building blocks of this surface?

Red List compliance
Are there any Red List ingredients in this surface?

Life expectancy + end of life options
How long will this surface last? What should be done once the surface is no longer in use?

VOC content
Does this surface off-gas?

APPLICABLE WILSONART PRODUCTS

Wilsonart® Compact Laminate
- Types 114, 117, 514, 515, 569, 571, 572, 568, 575, 590 (Excludes finishes 31, 95, 96)

Wilsonart® SOLICOR™ Compact Laminate
- Types 560, 596, 597, 598, 599 (Excludes finishes 31, 95, 96)
- To view the SOLICOR™ Compact Laminate Declare label, please visit wilsonart.com/sustainability/compliance-certifications

VIEW THE FULL DECLARE LABEL DATABASE AT DECLARE.LIVING-FUTURE.ORG.
WILSONART® HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE
DECLARE LABELS

ACTING BEYOND THE SURFACE

THE “NUTRITION LABEL” FOR PRODUCTS

Declare helps you better understand the use of healthy product materials by showing you:
• Where Wilsonart® HPL comes from
• What Wilsonart® HPL is made of
• Where Wilsonart® HPL goes at the end of its life
• Whether or not Wilsonart® HPL contains toxic ingredients

WHY DECLARE?

Declare is the only label that combines material transparency and the Red List from the Living Building Challenge. It distills complex chemical ingredient information into an easy-to-read label that is unique to Wilsonart® HPL. Declare helps you find Wilsonart products that are compliant with LBC criteria, which are healthy for people, the environment, and communities.

BENEFITS:

• Quickly evaluate the healthiest surface choice for your next project.
• Contribute to Living Building Challenge, LEED, and WELL projects.
• Simplify the specification process with sustainability information for the exact Wilsonart® HPL surface you need.

APPLICABLE WILSONART PRODUCTS

HPL Standard
• Types 335, 350, 107
HPL Premium
• Types 335, 350, 107
Wilsonart® HD
• Types 366, 376
Wilsonart By You (WXY)
• Types 364, 374, 174
Virtual Design Library (VDL)
• Types 362, 367, 372, 377
SOLICOR™ Laminate
• Types 160, 161
• To view the SOLICOR™ Laminate Declare label, please visit wilsonart.com/sustainability/compliance-certifications

CALL-OUTS ON THE LABEL

Final assembly location
Where was this Wilsonart surface made?

Chemical ingredients
What are the chemical building blocks of this surface?

Red List compliance
Are there any Red List ingredients in this surface?

Life expectancy + end of life options
How long will this surface last? What should be done once the surface is no longer in use?

VOC content
Does this surface off-gas?

VIEW THE FULL DECLARE LABEL DATABASE AT DECLARE.LIVING-FUTURE.ORG.
THE “NUTRITION LABEL” FOR PRODUCTS

Declare helps you better understand the use of healthy product materials by showing you:
- Where Wilsonart® Quartz comes from
- What Wilsonart® Quartz is made of
- Where Wilsonart® Quartz goes at the end of its life
- Whether or not Wilsonart® Quartz contains toxic ingredients

WHY DECLARE?
Declare is the “nutrition label for products.” It’s the only label that combines material transparency and the Red List from the Living Building Challenge. It distills complex chemical ingredient information into an easy-to-read label that is unique to Wilsonart® Quartz. Declare helps you find and specify the Red List-free products in Wilsonart solutions, which are healthy for people, the environment, and communities.

LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE CRITERIA
“LBC Red List Free” products disclose 100% of product ingredients plus residuals present at or above 100 ppm (0.01%) in the final product and do not contain any Red List chemicals. They have been shown to meet the requirements of the Living Building Challenge Red List Imperative.

BENEFITS
- Quickly evaluate the healthiest surface choice for your next project.
- Contribute to Living Building Challenge, LEED, and WELL projects.
- Simplify the specification process with sustainability information for the Wilsonart® Quartz surface you need.
THE "NUTRITION LABEL" FOR PRODUCTS

Declare helps you better understand the use of healthy product materials by showing you:
• Where Wilsonart® Solid Surface comes from
• What Wilsonart® Solid Surface is made of
• Where Wilsonart® Solid Surface goes at the end of its life
• Whether or not Wilsonart® Solid Surface contains toxic ingredients

WHY DECLARE?

Declare is the only label that combines material transparency and the Red List from the Living Building Challenge. It distills complex chemical ingredient information into an easy-to-read label that is unique to Wilsonart® Solid Surface. Declare helps you find and specify the Red List-free products in Wilsonart solutions, which are healthy for people, the environment, and communities.

LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE CRITERIA

“LBC Red List Free” products disclose 100% of product ingredients plus residuals present at or above 100 ppm (0.01%) in the final product and do not contain any Red List chemicals. They have been shown to meet the requirements of the Living Building Challenge Red List Imperative.

CALL-OUTS ON THE LABEL

Final assembly location
Where was this Wilsonart surface made?

Chemical ingredients
What are the chemical building blocks of this surface?

Red List compliance
Are there any Red List ingredients in this surface?

Life expectancy + end of life options
How long will this surface last? What should be done once the surface is no longer in use?

VOC content
Does this surface off-gas?

BENEFITS:

• Quickly evaluate the healthiest surface choice for your next project.
• Contribute to Living Building Challenge, LEED, and WELL projects.
• Simplify the specification process with sustainability information for the exact Wilsonart® Solid Surface surface you need.

APPLICABLE WILSONART PRODUCTS

Wilsonart® Solid Surface
• Entire Wilsonart® Solid Surface catalog, excluding Tumbled Stone (9220CE), Chilled Earth (92285S), Sea Stone (9202CS), Paris Fog (9106CS), Maple Harvest (9106CS), Gold Giltz (9108CS), Oat Meal (9101GS), Avalanche Melange (9175ML), Kimberlite (9215CE), Cannon Beach (9250SS), Cool Basalt (9251SS), Mystique (9200CS), Champagne Ice (9205CE), and Desert Ice (9206CE)

VIEW THE FULL DECLARE LABEL DATABASE AT DECLARE.LIVING-FUTURE.ORG.
THE "NUTRITION LABEL" FOR PRODUCTS

Declare helps you better understand the use of healthy product materials by showing you:
• Where THINSCAPE® Performance Tops come from
• What THINSCAPE® Performance Tops are made of
• Where a THINSCAPE® Performance Top goes at the end of its life
• Whether or not THINSCAPE® Performance Tops contain toxic ingredients

WHY DECLARE?

Declare is the only label that combines material transparency and the Red List from the Living Building Challenge. It distills complex chemical ingredient information into an easy-to-read label that is unique to THINSCAPE® Performance Tops. Declare helps you find Wilsonart products that are compliant with LBC criteria, which are healthy for people, the environment, and communities.

BENEFITS:
• Quickly evaluate the healthiest surface choice for your next project.
• Contribute to Living Building Challenge, LEED, and WELL projects.
• Simplify the specification process with sustainability information for the exact THINSCAPE® Performance Tops surface you need.

APPLICABLE WILSONART PRODUCTS

THINSCAPE® Performance Tops
• THINSCAPE® Performance Tops catalog (entire line)

CALL-OUTS ON THE LABEL

Final assembly location
Where was this Wilsonart surface made?

Chemical ingredients
What are the chemical building blocks of this surface?

Red List compliance
Are there any Red List ingredients in this surface?

Life expectancy + end of life options
How long will this surface last? What should be done once the surface is no longer in use?

VOC content
Does this surface off-gas?

VIEW THE FULL DECLARE LABEL DATABASE AT DECLARE.LIVING-FUTURE.ORG.
THE “NUTRITION LABEL” FOR PRODUCTS
Declare helps you better understand the use of healthy product materials by showing you:
• Where Wilsonart® Traceless™ comes from
• What Wilsonart® Traceless™ is made of
• Where Wilsonart® Traceless™ goes at the end of its life
• Whether or not Wilsonart® Traceless™ contains toxic ingredients

WHY DECLARE?
Declare is the only label that combines material transparency and the Red List from the Living Building Challenge. It distills complex chemical ingredient information into an easy-to-read label that is unique to Wilsonart® Traceless™. Declare helps you find Wilsonart products that are compliant with LBC criteria, which are healthy for people, the environment, and communities.

BENEFITS
• Quickly evaluate the healthiest surface choice for your next project.
• Contribute to Living Building Challenge, LEED, and WELL projects.
• Simplify the specification process with sustainability information for the exact Wilsonart® Traceless™ surface you need.

APPLICABLE WILSONART PRODUCTS
Wilsonart® Traceless™
• Entire Traceless™ catalog

Final assembly location
Where was this Wilsonart surface made?

Chemical ingredients
What are the chemical building blocks of this surface?

Red List compliance
Are there any Red List ingredients in this surface?

Life expectancy + end of life options
How long will this surface last? What should be done once the surface is no longer in use?

VOC info
Does this surface off-gas?